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Introduction to FRS
The crypto world needs a transformation where users can
work with any blockchain seamlessly-more than it needs a
dominant network. NFT platforms, Play-to-earn games, and
DApps have attracted mass attention but have not
achieved mass adoption due to scalability, cost (high gas
fees), and user experience issues. Even on Ethereum, the
most extensively used smart contract platform, not many
NFTs and DApps have seen mass adoption. There are a few
cases where a few applications temporarily succeed, but
they begin messing up the whole network during massive
traffic.
Typically, this indicates that even the most unconventional
and widely used platforms are not yet ready for widespread
adoption. Alternatively, a few ecosystems possess higher
transaction throughput, but they settle on decentralization to
enhance performance.
PXS Network endeavors to solve these scalability, cost, and
usability issues while not compromising on decentralization.
Right now, the various blockchains can't yet connect to one
another. But thanks to so-called layer zero protocols, this
interoperability will become reality.
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It offers a better scaling solution for existing platforms to
provide scalability and a superior user experience for NFTs,
Gaming Platforms, DApps, and other user functionalities.
FRS is a decentralized, transparent project aiming at profits
for everyone. The project is based on the bnb chain token
making it a safe and reliable investment for everyone. The
architecture designed for PXS allows the project to be
scaled dynamically by adding decentralized applications
that can be plugged in at any time to disrupt setups of
business models. The dApps also allow addition of new
features to the project. The project uses native token, which
is norm on Binance Smart Chain that broadens, the most
well-known Ethereum token norm. You can consider it a
diagram for tokens that characterizes how they can be
spent, who can spend them, and different principles for their
use. Because of its similitude to Binance Chain's BEP-2 and
Ethereum , it's viable with both. It was imagined as a
specialized determination for Binance Smart Chain, fully
intent on giving an adaptable organization to developers to
dispatch a scope of various tokens.
The FRS development team has chosen to deploy on
Binance Smart Chain initially and then on Ethereum to use
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Then, the team will launch the blockchain, which can
connect to other blockchains seamlessly. It is foreseen to
allow instant transfers, exchange, and conversion of digital
assets and cryptocurrencies in the future. FRS aims to
provide NFT Mint Engine, Marketplace, Gaming platform,
Staking, Farming, Wallet, Payment APIs & SDKs identity
solutions, and other enabling solutions that allow simple
users to design, implement and migrate on base platforms
like Ethereum. The primary objective of forming PXS Network
is to improve the user experience and this is where most of
the blockchain lags.

NFT
Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are blockchain-based digital
assets that represent both physical and intangible things,
such as virtual kittens and digital collectable cards, as well
as crypto art and in-game items. The NFT market has grown
to be a multibillion-dollar enterprise. It is simple to create an
NFT and circulate it. Our new method of creating and
distributing NFTs via gamers who act as miners will increase
the rarity and value of our beloved NFTs. A new ecosystem
has entered the conversation, one that will enable gamers
and all content creators to profit from their valuable work
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New methods to enhance the value
FRS offer an opportunity to gamers via NFT to create and sell their
art. This increases the value of NFT assets. FRS will have galleries
for artworks based on NFTs which are known as tokenized
artworks, they are novel artistic manifestations marked and
connected by the gamers to tokens on a public blockchain. This
takes into consideration the ownership and history of these nonfungible tokens to be followed and checked, and for ownership of
the art to be moved starting with one individual or group then
onto the next. As numerous makers will bear witness to,
computerized extraordinariness or shortage on the web is truly
challenging to accomplish given the straightforwardness with
which

advanced

media

can

be

copied

and

dispersed.

Blockchains address this by putting away a completely obvious
ownership history of a token and its related media. By keeping the
token in your computerized wallet, you can demonstrate your
ownership of a novel advanced creation or exchange it as you
see fit.

NFT Minting
Gamers will take on the role of miners. They will have the
opportunity to compete amongst other players in games, virtual
games, competitions, challenges and many more. There will be
numerous real-time obstacles. In one of the game modes,
players can compete in battle royal against a selected pool of
players ranked according to their level
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NFT Ecosystem
Creators will be able to submit and create their own game modes
and NFTs. There will be two methods for mining NFTs after they are
generated. The first method of mining new NFTs is for players to
earn cards by completing objectives and missions inside the
game of choice. Our smart contracts will dictate once the
objective/mission is completed inside the game. FRS platform
offers these opportunities in its ecosystem to mint NFTs while
playing the game of their choice and simply passing the levels.

Motivation
The reason to move onto a decentralized coin is that, Ethereum
basically as elective method of cash, as digital gold. It required
numerous years to turned out to be more significant. In any case,
it's more than that, these days it's turned out to be new culture,
local area, new vector for devotees and innovation and that's just
the beginning. With the appearance of Ethereum and other crypto
currencies

opened

the

chance

for

improvement

of

decentralization. On opposite side, decentralization implies a few
dangers. Expansion is the correct method to lessen chances. Also,
decentralization ought not be imposing business model.
What $FRS token means to give is right of decision in a blockchain
world, decentralizing with an underlying savvy agreement and
expansion of digital actives of client and considerably more.
Decentralizing permitting users to utilize any of the instruments
depicted above.
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It required numerous years for Ethereum to turn out to be more
trusted and itself isn't broadly embraced outside the web yet. Be
that as it may, crypto lovers, like us, need to advocate the
blockchain innovation, instruments and more external the web
also.

PROBLEMS
With the development and growth of the industry existing
problems have become more and more obvious:

Lack of liquidity and supply
There are many transnational sports asset transactions, and the
settlement process is complicated. Due to the problems of
regional and market development, the global asset transactions
cannot be quickly circulated. For example, when a Swiss fan wants
to buy the jersey of Real Madrid, he needs to find out if there is a
purchase channel in Switzerland. If not, he needs to go to an
overseas website, which involves many complicated matters such
as cross-border transaction, settlement and finding trusted
intermediaries.

Unfair pricing mechanism
Existing mechanisms lack fully market-oriented pricing processes
and forecasting methods for assets. The trading of assets is
centrally monopolized, and users cannot participate in the trading
of assets and profit through the authorized derivatives they buy.
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Not transparent information & lack of trust
Centralized institutions are unable to disclose all information. Due
to the opacity of information, users cannot ensure that the
products they buy are true, so they are faced with the risk of
buying fraud or counterfeiting.

SOLUTION
The sports industry is no longer about events, players, tickets,
surroundings and all the things related to sports entities, but
rather a world full of digital information and assets with value.
With the support of the token economy system, any individual
participating in the blockchain can participate in the transaction
of digital information. This fundamentally changes the business
development system and driving logic based on personal trust
and institutional trust in the traditional sports industry, breaking
the barrier of value transmission and promoting the revolutionary
upgrade of the sports industry.
PXS aims to overcome these limitations while accelerating
blockchain adoption to grow the Sport and Esport market. We will
do this by building an NFT platform where users are able to mint,
share, collect, auction and trade without central control, enjoying
secure copyright ownership. This copyright protected ownership
will be established and guaranteed using NFTs, where every item
will have a unique and immutable blockchain identifier.
By providing rewards for completing challenges within the game,
the Play-To-Earn economy will revolutionize how people interact
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with the economies of their favorite games. A creative designer
could create a cool new hat featuring their branding, which would
have a finite number of NFT’s of the item generated with the game
– to be awarded to another player for reaching a certain
milestone or achievement. This player could then sell their
collectible hat – a share of the profit then being distributed back
to the artist

WHY FRS?
NFTS and DApps are offered abundantly, but the current
blockchain ecosystem is not prepared to scale to match the
demands of end user applications with mass adoption. Moreover,
the user experience of NFT market, Gaming platform and DApps
are very poor and in no way easily usable for average users. Slow
block confirmations, high transaction fees, low scalability and
poor user experience are some of the key roadblocks for the
mass adoption of blockchain applications. During our blockchain
launch, we will provide more details on how the FRS Network
intends to solve them. Detailed technical specification will be
provided.

STAKING
Staking is the activity of sending a specific token (which could be
a LP token, however, can likewise be a stable coin or simply some
other token) into a smart contract. It is then secured this contract
until you redeem/withdraw it. For this activity, you ordinarily get
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rewarded by the proprietor of the smart contract. Staking for the
most part includes a lot of funds and can set aside a lot of effort
for the development of funds. The staking farm has been
implemented here using our own logic, built from the scratch.

INTRODUCTION TO FAIRIES TOKEN ($FRS)
$FRS token is a new crypto venture by a group of experts. It’s a
new addition in the pool of thousands of already existing
cryptocurrency coins and tokens. But this is more than a normal
crypto token. $FRS token is actually intended to add value to the
life of a normal user. The goals
of FRS token are revolutionary and team is work hard on achieving
those goals. These plans will surely impact the lives of normal
people. It is creating revolution in the field of Cryptocurrencies,
credit cards, and the payment methods that are used to pay for
goods and services at grocery stores, merchant shops, nightclubs,
and gas stations.
Unlike other crypto tokens, which are highly volatile and their value
keeps increasing and decreasing, FRS Coin comes with a plan to
control this aggressiveness of the coin. It supports both the longterm and short-term holders of the token and keeps the coin safe
from Whale holders who try to decrease the value of the coin
within a few months of its launch. Because FRS Coin is built on
trust, we want to demonstrate our vision to our holders and invite
them to join us on this journey. We worked on this project to
create a token that is both practical and useful.
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Fairies is a native token for the Neverland, an upcoming NFT
market place and NFT gaming platform and also for the FRS
Network, an upcoming blockchain and Exchange. A simple,
scalable, cross-chain next gen DeFi network designed to bring
NFTs and DApps to everyone.

NEVERLAND GAME OVERVIEW
Neverland is history and future based game mixed with a total
adventure and sci-fi giving a kickstart for alien based and history
games. We are always sure that players will have a great time
with this game. Neverland is a game made with love, compassion,
and care. Our team is always looking for the ways to search the
lost knowledge and better story lines. During the search of best
platform for the players, Neverland is born.
The Islands of Neverland is a bunch of floating islands where
Fairies and humans coexist peacefully. Each island is a whole
different world, but there is something we all have in common –
our love for magical creatures and battles! Heroic tamers like
yourself travel on airships to the furthest reaches of the Neverland
to find the best creatures. Every young tamer dream of becoming
the best… But not everything is fun and peaceful on the islands.
Behind the scenes, Pirates, Redcap, Goblins, Hags and other
malicious spirits are weaving a dastardly conspiracy against
fairies and humans alike. You will need all your friends, your best
creature and some special weapons to defeat these wicked.
Meet the pixies. Discover and live in Neverland. Earn as much
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money as you can with the Play - To - Earn, Stake - To - Earn
mechanism. Excitingly, you will contribute to your communities. We
brought a game which is made with love and care with an aim to
search the former level of storyline and knowledge.

KEY FEATURES OF FRS
Some key features of FRS Coin are:
Secured and safe: FRS Coin leverages a distributed peer-topeer consensus network that cryptographically helps in
securing every transaction.
Quick transfer: Instant fund transfer globally is available with
the help of fast block execution unlike traditional remittance,
unmatched speed, and payment processors.
Decentralized: Direct transactions among network participants
without the presence of a central facilitator are enabled with
the help of decentralized technology.
Easy to use: User-friendly interface intended for seamless
Real-world use cases.
Scalability: Assures scalability for pacing up with the industry's
transaction requirements, thereby facilitating mass adoption
of cryptocurrency.
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RISKS
$FRS provides a lot of benefits to the investors, but on the other
hand, it is not out of risk. At $FRS, our team believes that we should
be transparent and declare the potential risks involved in $FRS.
The blockchain industry is in the initial stage of its regulation.
Governments of countries are in the process of studying
blockchain technology, and some countries impose restrictions
(for example, the United States, China, South Korea).
No legal documents are regulating the crypto industry yet - the
laws can appear later and can significantly affect the activities of
blockchain projects, including our project. We warn you that such
laws can significantly limit and even stop the project activity, we
are not responsible for the negative consequences associated
with the possible regulation of the industry in the future.
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TOKENOMICS

Liquidity

2%

Marketing

5%

ADA
Rewards

2%

Buy back

2%

The liquidity pool is created and locked.
Liquidity 2%
Marketing 5%
ADA Rewards 2%
Buy back 2%
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MOON LANDINGS
MIMAS

✓ Marketing push to spread awareness
✓ Pinksale public presale
✓ Pancakeswap listing
✓ Third party audit
✓ Listing on Coingecko
✓ Listing on Pancakeswap
✓ Listing on Uniswap
TETHYS

✓ NFT Mint Engine Launch
✓ NFT Staking and Farming Launch
✓ Launchpad
✓ NFT Market Place Launch
✓ NFT P2E Game Neverland Launch
HYPERION

✓ Large influencer marketing push
✓ Dashboard to sync all your wallets/exchanges and track your
Gains/loss - Beta
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✓ Portfolio tracker
RHEA

✓ Increased marketing
✓ Website Redesigning
✓ Gains/loss portfolio tracker full version launch
✓ Tax report generator (Supports all major cost basis method)
DIONE

✓ Exchange Launch
✓ Wallet Launch
✓ Blockchain Launch
Blockchain upgrade and more to come, spread the word, invest,
and you can thank us later!
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FUTURE GOALS
Right now, we have crypto companies with cards for crypto but it
is a little misleading. We want to bridge the gap. We’re planning
on working with manufacturers in two folds. Firstly, we want to
have a legitimate crypto exchange. We also have plans to
create a hardware cold storage device with our own wallet as
well as apps for handling exchanges, payments, transfer of
funds, etc. We will also make this wallet public. Members will be
able to see about the net worth in the wallet. We will keep
updating about our moves and plans for $PXS token and
holders.
The Android and iOS apps will be launched for Neverland game
that will surely bring more excitement and best user experience.
Users will be able to enjoy their favorite game right from their
smartphones. We are also working on launching the V2 of
Neverland game, so new game theme, and excited features are
expected to be rolled out in V2 update. We are also working on
launching gain/loss portfolio tracker and tax report generator.
Sticking to be the main aim of PXS which is to provide the ease
and best user experience. There is a lot more expected from PXS.

THANK YOU..!!
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